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Shape Spotting
To recognise and label common 2D shapes. 

Colour the shapes to match the key.

circle square rectangle triangle pentagon

green red blue yellow orange
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Shape Spotting

Colour the shapes to match the key. Then count and label each of the 
shape’s sides.

circle square rectangle triangle pentagon hexagon

green red blue yellow orange brown
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Shape Spotting

circle square rectangle triangle pentagon hexagon oval

green red blue yellow orange brown purple

!

Colour the shapes to match the key. Then count and label each of the 
shape’s sides and corners. 
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Shape Spotting Answers

Colour the shapes to match the key.

circle square rectangle triangle pentagon

green red blue yellow orange
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Shape Spotting Answers

Colour the shapes to match the key. Then count and label each of the 
shape’s sides.

circle square rectangle triangle pentagon hexagon

green red blue yellow orange brown

1 side (curved)
3 sides
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6 sides 
6 corners
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Shape Spotting Answers

circle square rectangle triangle pentagon hexagon oval

green red blue yellow orange brown purple

Colour the shapes to match the key. Then count and label each of the 
shape’s sides and corners. 
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